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121. Note on the

Conformal Representation.

By Satoru TAKENAKA.
Shiomi Institute, Osaka.
(Rec. Sep. 5, 1926. Comm. by M. FrJrW,RA, t.r.t., OCt. 12, 1926.)

Let V(z), (=-0, 1, 2,...) be a set of regular analytic functions, which
tbrm a complete system of normalized orthogonal functions on a simply
closed analytic curve C of length l"
1

for tt=v.

Then the series

l (z) l(aj, (a in C)
is convergent absolutely and uniformly in the closed region interior to
C, and represents a definite function K(z, a) dependent only on the

curve C.

Now let .f(z)} be a set of functions, regular and analytic in C, such
that

Of these functions that which makes If(g_) (g_ in C) a maximum is

This problem may also be solved by the conformal transformation.
Let x=Z(z, a) be the equation by which the interior of C is translbrmed conformally into the interior of the unit circle about the origin
of the z -plane, the point a corresponding to the origin, and let z= to(z, a)

be the inverse representation.
1) S. TAKENAKA, General mean modulus of analytic functions, TShoku Math.
Journal, 2]’ (1926).
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Then we have

Since, under the condition

the function which is regular and analytic for ix] (1 and makes
I(t) ], (It[ < l) a maximum is

(I ...I

(2)

f,(z)=

Z’ I
’;.

2z

(3)

1(- z(z, ) z((, ;))"

cz

or, in particular, if we put

1),

a, we get

if(z)

Dz

Now comparing (1) with (2), it follows that
K(z, )

{

Z(z, a)

}Y

(1-1;/(G a)[:)

Equating the conjugate values of both sides and puting
have, since K(z, )-K(G z),
2,
1) This
2)

lnay

(-I xC, )])

be easily proved by the conformal transformatidn

Remembering that

z

’x

z--,

x--t
: -1-x-"

1 for the corresponding values of z and x.

we
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Hence it follows that
(4)

K(z, )

(

z

or, in particular,

(5)

/d:z,

Thus we see that the dfinite.(unction K(z, a) ay be expressed by (4)
or (5). These formulas have been obtained by other method in my
paper: " On some properties of orthogonal functions etc.," to appear
in the Japanese Journal of Math., 3 (1926).

